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Chapter 541 - Solve The Puzzle Seal 

Ye Chen looked around this place, around this place Ye Chen saw a lot of men and women who were 

looking at the yellow stone like gold in this place. 

When Cao Zuqe said that there was a stone gambling in this place, Ye Chen’s first image was a stone that 

was quite dirty and dusty, it was unexpected that this was so, so clean, this made Ye Chen quite 

surprised. 

"Young master Ye Chen, please read about the rules if you want to participate in this gambling." Cao 

Zuqe gave Ye Chen a paper in which there is a rule that can be read by every participant in this place. 

The rules for stone gambling are very, very simple, everyone is allowed to buy all stones at this price 

according to the price listed, no one may bid the price that has been printed on the stone here. 

other than that stones that have been bought or cut may not be returned no matter what, the organizer 

will buy the Coil that was obtained at the current market price, no one is allowed to take the Coil out of 

this building. 

Ye Chen looked at the regulatory information on the paper given by Cao Zuqe, this rule was limited to 

binding to the transaction that occurred, here it does not say that participants cannot use their power, it 

means that everyone is allowed to use various methods to get coil. 

After Ye Chen read the rules given by Cao Zuqe, Ye Chen immediately went to look at the yellow-like 

gold stones that were in this place. 

Ye Chen took this stone and placed it on the palm he had. 

Ye Chen tried to use the strength he had to look into the stone in his palm, when Ye Chen did this, he 

found that he could not see inside this stone, like there was a seal that prevented Ye Chen from peeking 

into the colored stone this yellow. 

This seal is very complicated and very random, if Ye Chen wants to see the contents in this stone, he 

must be able to assemble the pieces of the seal together, this is not something that is easy to do, it is 

only fitting that there are no rules prohibiting the people who are here. not using the strength they had, 

it turned out that the stone here had been designed like this. 

Except for people with sufficiently strong mental abilities, Ye Chen was not sure that there was no one 

capable of breaking this random seal. 

"Hmmm interesting, looks like this will be a little challenging for me." Ye Chen felt that this stone 

gambling was quite challenging for him, if Ye Chen wanted to know what was in it, Ye Chen had to break 

the complicated seal inside this stone, this would be a job that could hone Ye Chen’s abilities. 

Ye Chen started trying to break the random and complicated pieces of seal that were in this stone, Ye 

Chen very quickly began to assemble the pieces of the seal that were inside the stone that was in his 

palm. 



In less than 30 seconds Ye Chen was able to break the seal in the stone, Ye Chen was finally able to see 

what was inside the stone in his palm. 

Inside the stone that was in Ye Chen’s hand was an object that looked like jade which was golden in 

color with a very bright radiance, even a golden glow was nothing compared to the contents in this 

stone, maybe this is what said Cao Zuqe as Coil. 

Ye Chen felt that in this raw coil, it had very strong stored energy, it was like a nuclear power plant that 

had been reduced. 

Ye Chen estimated that the contents of the coil in this thing were around 10 kg, the first step was not 

bad for Ye Chen. 

"How much is the price of the Coil here? " Ye Chen asked Cao Zuqe. Ye Chen wanted to know how much 

price he got when he sold this coil. 

"The price of the Coil here is around 20,000 Gold Coil for every 1 kg, that is the normal market price in 

this place." Cao Zuqe told Ye Chen the normal price in this place. 

Ye Chen looked at the stone that was in his hand, this stone cost around 1,000 Gold Coil, it meant that 

Ye Chen would get 200x as much if he bought the stone in his hand. 

"I want to buy this stone, the problem is I still don’t have Gold Coil in my body, all I have is dollars." Ye 

Chen wants to buy this thing, unfortunately he doesn’t have Gold Coil in his body. 

" You don’t need to worry, come with me to find the nearest money changer here." Cao Zuqe invited Ye 

Chen to look for the nearest money changer around this place. 

Luckily Ye Chen was able to find one in this place, so he didn’t need to go out of this stone gambling 

building. 

Ye Chen exchanged about 4 billion dollars, the rest Ye Chen would save it just in case he needed dollars 

for anything else. 

After exchanging around 4 billion dollars, Ye Chen’s body now had around 40,000 Gold Coils, this kind of 

money was enough to buy several stones in this place. 

Ye Chen couldn’t wait to get rich quickly, this stone gambling business would definitely be very 

profitable for Ye Chen. 

After obtaining the Gold Coil, Ye Chen immediately made a purchase for the stone in his hand. 

After all the payments were completed, it was time to split the stone in Ye Chen’s hand. 

"Master, let me help you to split this rock." The stonecutter wanted to split the stone for Ye Chen. 

Ye Chen nodded, he handed the stone in his hand to the stonecutter in front of him. 

The stonecutter very deftly began to chop the stone that belonged to Ye Chen, because of the years of 

experience in this place, the officer very carefully started cutting the stone that belonged to Ye Chen. 



Unlike the jade gambling in Ye Chen’s country, In order to make customers interested and curious, the 

officers in this place would not immediately split right in the middle, they would start from the edge and 

then head towards the middle. 

Cao Zuqe was very curious about what Ye Chen would get, Ye Chen had taken out quite a lot of Gold Coil 

just to buy this stone, if there was no content in it it would be very disappointing. 

Cao Zuqe purposely didn’t tell Ye Chen that the price of the stone Ye Chen took was quite expensive, 

Cao Zuqe knew where she belonged, she would not interfere with matters of the kind of pleasure 

belonging to people who wanted to gamble in this place. 

As a guide, she let Ye Chen do whatever he wanted. 

Ye Chen’s stone began to be chopped off little by little, until now there was still no sign of Coil 

appearing. 

The people who were here looked at Ye Chen, they wanted to see if Ye Chen would get treasure or get 

trash. 

in this place there are also some people who want to see other people’s bad luck, people like this will 

usually like to see when someone else is unlucky. 

Little by little Ye Chen’s stone began to be chopped, after cutting it almost a quarter, finally a sparkle of 

coil appeared before the eyes of everyone in this place. 

Chapter 542 - Masquerade Party 

Seeing the sparkle of the coil on Ye Chen’s stone, everyone became more and more curious about what 

Ye Chen had gotten. 

The stonecutter who saw this became more and more careful while cutting Ye Chen’s stone, he began to 

slowly cut it so as not to damage the coil that was inside this stone. 

After cutting very carefully, finally a coil of a sizable size appeared before the eyes of everyone here, 

everyone here was quite surprised by Ye Chen’s luck. 

"Sir, congratulations, you have a large enough coil." The stonecutter congratulated Ye Chen who has 

obtained a coil of this size. 

It was rare for a stonecutter to see a coil of this size, in a few years only very few people could obtain a 

coil as big as Ye Chen’s. 

Ye Chen took the coil that was in the hand of the stone cutting officer, he began to look at the coil in his 

hand, as Ye Chen thought this Coil contained a fairly strong energy. 

Ye Chen started to compare the Coil in his hand with the Gold Coil in his other hand, the material is 

indeed the Gold Coil made of Coil. 

The difference is that the Coil in the Gold Coil has the energy taken, so in the Gold Coil there is nothing 

but the remaining material from the Coil itself. 



This discovery made Ye Chen even more curious about what they were doing by taking the energy in this 

coil. 

"Sir, do you want to immediately exchange the Coil in your hand?" The stone cutting officer offered Ye 

Chen to exchange the Coil for Gold Coil. 

"Fine, I’ll exchange it." Ye Chen gave the coil in his hand to the stonecutter. 

The stonecutter very quickly processed the exchange of Coil that Ye Chen got, he very quickly returned 

with 200,000 Gold Coil. 

200,000 Gold Coil was immediately given to Ye Chen, Ye Chen received all the Gold Coil he managed to 

obtain. 

"Young master, congratulations on getting a good gift." Cao Zuqe congratulated Ye Chen on Ye Chen’s 

stone gambling achievement. 

"Hehehe, it’s just luck." Ye Chen chuckled at Cao Zuqe. 

"Do you want to go back to Heaven Garden and buy medicinal herbs? "Asked Cao Zuqe to Ye Chen. 

"No, I want to play here a little longer." Ye Chen wants to play here a little longer, he thinks here is the 

fastest place to get the Gold Coil. 

After obtaining a lot of Gold Coils from the stone gambling, Ye Chen would buy the medicinal herbs he 

needed. 

Ye Chen immediately went to the pile of stones to find a stone that had a coil in it. 

Cao Zuqe didn’t bother Ye Chen, she waited very patiently in the distance. 

Within 2 hours Ye Chen had opened more than 100 stones, among these 100 stones, 60 of them 

contained Coils. 

Ye Chen had just chosen several stones that had nothing in them, this was done so that the people here 

would not suspect that Ye Chen was using the abilities he had to look into the stone . 

The people here were very jealous of Ye Chen’s luck, they were jealous that Ye Chen managed to get 

quite a lot of Coils. 

The Coil that Ye Chen got reached hundreds of Kg, now that Ye Chen’s current Gold Coil is quite a lot, Ye 

Chen no longer needs to worry that he will run out of Gold Coil. 

After getting what he wanted, Ye Chen immediately invited Cao Zuqe to leave this place, his goal was 

fulfilled, now Ye Chen only had to buy a few medicinal plants that were useful for him. 

Ye Chen and Cao Zuqe Returned to Heaven Garden, there Ye Chen bought all the medicinal herbs he 

needed in a very fast time, the Gold Coil that Ye Chen had got almost used up because he bought too 

many medicinal herbs. 

Ye Chen had no problem with his Gold Coil running out, as long as he got the resources to become 

stronger, Ye Chen would pay for it. 



After all, Gold Coil was easy to get, while the medicinal herbs here were quite difficult to get without an 

extra fortune, which was why Ye Chen decided he had to get the rare medicinal plants that were here. 

After purchasing everything that was needed, Ye Chen and Cao Zuqe walked out of the Heaven Garden. 

"Young master Ye Chen, do you still have another place to go?, Otherwise come with me to attend a 

party." Cao Zuqe invited Ye Chen to attend a party held tonight. 

"Party? "Ye Chen asked Cao Zuqe. 

"Yes, tonight there is a masquerade party being held by the owner of Golden Paradise Island, so many 

influential people will come, do you want to come?" Cao Zuqe told Ye Chen about a masquerade party 

held by the owner of Golden Paradise Island. 

"The owner of Golden Paradise Island, it seems I have to see who the real owner of Golden Paradise 

Island is." Ye Chen said in his heart. 

Ye Chen wanted to know who the owner of the Golden Paradise Island was, to be able to own the 

Golden Paradise Island, he would definitely be very strong. 

"Okay, I’ll go to the party" Ye Chen told Cao Zuqe that he was willing to come to the party. 

"Very good, let’s go" Cao Zuqe invited Ye Chen to go to where the masquerade party was. 

The place of the masquerade party that Cao Zuqe said was near the beach, so apart from enjoying the 

party people could also enjoy the beautiful view of the night beach. 

Cao Zuqe took Ye Chen to a super-super luxurious hotel near the beach, in this hotel the masquerade 

party was held with great luxury. 

From the outside of the building alone, Ye Chen could see hundreds of people dancing and having fun 

inside the hotel, everyone inside the hotel wearing a mask to cover their faces. 

"This is a mask for you, you put it on." Cao Zuqe gave a golden mask to Ye Chen, the mask that Cao Zuqe 

gave Ye Chen was really made of gold. 

Ye Chen received a mask from Cao Zuqe, after which Ye Chen immediately put a golden mask on his 

face. 

Cao Zuqe also started wearing a mask, the mask Cao Zuqe wearing was was better than Ye Chen’s, Cao’s 

mask was Zuqe covered with lots of diamonds around Mask. 

"Let’s go inside" Cao Zuqe invited Ye Chen into the hotel. 

Ye Chen followed Cao Zuqe into the hotel, when Ye Chen and Cao Zuqe arrived at the hotel entrance, 

near the entrance there were already a lot of people queuing to be able to enter the party tonight. 

The people queuing in are the rich and influential people in the world. 

Cao Zuqe took Ye Chen past these people, she wanted to go straight into the hotel, when she was about 

to enter the hotel, both were greeted with respect by two strong guards guarding the hotel door. 



The two guards guarding the hotel door were at least at the Seventh Stage of the Overlord Realm, so it 

was certain that no one would dare to cause trouble at the hotel entrance. 

Ye Chen felt strange with Cao Zuqe, how could she enter this easily into a party when those rich people 

had a hard time getting inside. 

Ye Chen started to suspect Cao’s identity Zuqe, this woman might not be an ordinary woman, there was 

no way a guide would be respected like this. 

Chapter 543 - Ling Yin Is At The Party 

Cao Zuqe immediately took Ye Chen into the hall of a luxury hotel, after entering the hotel hall, Ye Chen 

looked around this place, in this place there are really many people in good clothes who dance and chat 

with each other. 

Here Ye Chen couldn’t see the real face these people had, everyone was wearing a mask on their face. 

Ye Chen didn’t really care about this matter, after all, there was no one Ye Chen knew here. 

"I will meet someone, you can do whatever you want" Cao Zuqe wants to meet someone, she asked Ye 

Chen to do whatever he wants in this place. 

Cao Zuqe left this hall, Ye Chen didn’t know where this woman went, this woman became even more 

mysterious for Ye Chen. 

Ye Chen looked around, he started to observe everything in this place, everyone who was here 

continued to have fun they all ignored Ye Chen’s existence. 

Ye Chen wanted to find a place that was quiet enough, Ye Chen’s goal here was only to see who actually 

the person who owned this island, it was possible that the owner of this island had something to do with 

the parasitic weapon that Ye Chen was investigating. 

The ladies in the hotel hall were very loose and aggressive, they were very brave enough to invite Ye 

Chen to sleep with them. 

Even though Ye Chen’s face was covered by a mask, Ye Chen’s perfect physique was glanced at by the 

women in this place, that’s why the women in this place were so brave to invite Ye Chen to sleep 

together. 

Plus Ye Chen’s clothes good compared to the people in this place, that’s why these hungry women were 

sure that Ye Chen came from a strong family. 

On this island the law is like being in the wild, whoever is strong then he will rule. 

Ye Chen didn’t really like these women, he chased away all the women who tried to get close to him. 

When Ye Chen was walking looking for a quiet place, suddenly someone closed Ye Chen’s eyes from 

behind. 

"Guess, who I am? " A woman’s voice rang behind Ye Chen. 

It was certain that the person who closed Ye Chen’s eyes was a woman. 



Ye Chen tried to find out who the woman who had closed his eyes from behind was, Ye Chen felt that he 

had heard this voice somewhere, he began to remember who the owner of this Voice was. 

After remembering for a while, Ye Chen finally knew who the owner of this voice was. 

"Who is this?, I don’t know who you are at all." Ye Chen pretended that he didn’t know who the woman 

was behind him. 

"If you can’t guess then I won’t let you go." The woman behind Ye Chen frowned slightly when she 

found out that Ye Chen didn’t know her. 

"Is this it, Yue" Ye Chen said to the woman behind him. 

"Not" the woman answered Ye Chen. 

"Xiang? "Ye Chen said again to the woman behind him. 

"No. . .! "The tone of the woman behind Ye Chen started to sound a little angry. 

"Then who are you? "Ye Chen asked the woman behind him again. 

"-_-" The woman behind Ye Chen is so helpless, Ye Chen really doesn’t know her. 

This woman removed her hand from Ye Chen’s eyes, she went in front of Ye Chen, at this time Ye Chen 

was face to face with the woman who had previously closed his eyes. 

"Do you now know who I am? "Asked the woman who was in front of Ye Chen. 

"I still don’t know, your face is covered by the mask you are wearing." Ye Chen told the woman in front 

of him that he couldn’t see because it was covered by a mask. 

"Ye Chen, This is me , Ling Yin." Ling Yin looked a little angry when she found out that Ye Chen didn’t 

know her. 

Ye Chen smiled seeing Ling Yin who was currently angry with him, even though Ye Chen only wanted to 

joke with Ling Yin a little, it was unexpected that Ling Yin would be angry because of this. 

Ye Chen hugged Ling Yin’s body and put Ling Yin in his embrace, 

Ling Yin was quite surprised by what Ye Chen was doing, Ling Yin’s body felt very comfortable when Ye 

Chen hugged her. 

"I was just kidding, actually I already knew it was you from the start." Ye Chen whispered in Ling Yin’s 

ear, Ye Chen told Ling Yin that he already knew from the start that this was Ling Yin. 

"Basic." Ling Yin stretched out the finger claws he had to pinch Ye Chen’s waist, Ling Yin took the 

irritation he had on Ye Chen. 

Previously Ling Yin thought that Ye Chen had forgotten herself, that’s why Ling Yin was angry with Ye 

Chen. 

"Ye Chen, what are you doing in a place like this? "Ling Yin wants to know what Ye Chen is doing on 

Golden Paradise Island. 



"I can’t say it here, you know it’s very secretive." Ye Chen told Ling Yin that he couldn’t say it in a 

crowded place like this. 

It could be that Ye Chen’s enemy was among these people. 

"yourself ,What are you doing here? "This time it’s Ye Chen’s turn to ask Ling Yin, Ye Chen wants to 

know why Ling Yin is in Golden Paradise Island. 

"I’m looking for the whereabouts of the Phantom Blade." Ling Yin told Ye Chen that he was looking for 

the whereabouts of the Phantom Blade. 

Ling Yin heard that the Phantom Blade was on this island and was planning something big. 

"So how did it go, did you find it? "Ye Chen wants to know if Ling Yin managed to find the Phantom 

Blade. 

Ling Yin shook her head, "unfortunately I still haven’t found the existence of Phantom Blade." Until now, 

Ling Yin still hasn’t found the existence of Phantom Blade. 

Phantom Blade is very difficult to find, Ling Yin has a hard time finding the whereabouts of the Phantom 

Blade. 

"Ye Chen, there are several people watching us." Ling Yin sensed that there were several people 

currently watching Ye Chen. 

As an assassin, Ling Yin’s alert level was extremely high, Ling Yin could tell right away that there were 

several people watching Ye Chen. 

"Yes, I already know" Ye Chen himself already knew that there were several people watching him. 

Judging from the gazes of these people, their original aim was Ye Chen, all of these people were gazes Ye 

Chen. 

what Ye Chen was worried about happened, it seemed the enemy had started to be suspicious about Ye 

Chen’s identity. 

Now Ye Chen had to be even more careful, he shouldn’t let the identity he possessed be known to the 

enemy. 

"Let’s dance" Ye Chen invited Ling Yin to dance with the crowd. 

In order to confuse the enemy, Ye Chen was forced to ask Ling Yin for help. 

"Come on." Ling Yin immediately nodded, he already knew what Ye Chen wanted to do, Ye Chen just 

wanted to confuse the person who was watching him. 

Ye Chen and Ling Yin went to the middle of the people who were dancing, Ye Chen and Ling Yin started 

dancing together with the people who were in this place. 

When Ye Chen was in the crowd, the people who had previously watched Ye Chen couldn’t see too 

clearly Ye Chen’s whereabouts, they could only faintly see Ye Chen among the dancing crowd. 

Chapter 544 - Owner Of Golden Paradise Island 



When Ye Chen and Ling Yin danced, suddenly this hotel hall went dark, saw the hall darkened, people 

started to stop dancing, they started looking around to find out what was really going on. 

Suddenly, in front of the entrance to the hall, a fairly bright beam of light appeared, in the midst of this 

beam of light appeared a man wearing a black mask. 

Everyone who was here immediately focused their gaze towards the man who was in the center of the 

beam of light. 

Ye Chen and Ling Yin also looked at the man in the middle of the beam of light. 

"Hei Ling Yin do you know that man? ",Ye Chen asked if Ling Yin knew this man who had just appeared. 

"Sorry, I also don’t know who this man is."Ling Yin herself didn’t know who this man was, it was certain 

that this man must be someone who was quite important considering that he appeared this way. 

"Evening everyone, welcome to the party I’m having tonight, I am Nie Wuji, the owner of Golden 

Paradise Island." Nie Wuji introduced himself to everyone who attended this event. 

The owner of the Golden Paradise Island is very mysterious, not many people know the figure of the 

owner of the Golden Paradise Island, they only know that the owner of this island is called Nie Wuji. 

The reason this party was required to wear a mask was probably because of this, Nie Wuji didn’t want 

anyone to know about him. 

"Tonight is a very, very happy night for me, this is a night that this world will never forget, I don’t have 

many words for you guys, please enjoy tonight’s party." Nie Wuji didn’t have many words to say for The 

people who were here, he only said a few sentences to the people in this hall. 

After Nie Wuji’s words came out, this hall started to become very lively, the sound of the music was 

raised to the limit, people started dancing and having fun again. 

The words Nie Wuji just said made Ye Chen feel a little strange, why would Nie Wuji say that tonight will 

be a night that this world will never forget. 

Ye Chen began to be curious about the meaning of the words that Nie Wuji just said. 

"Ye Chen, this is our chance, let’s get away from this place immediately." While the attention of these 

people was focused on this festive party, Ling Yin invited Ye Chen to leave this place. 

Ye Chen nodded, he and Ling Yin slipped away from the hall of this hotel. 

With Ye Chen and Ling Yin’s abilities, the two of them easily slipped out of this place. 

Ye Chen and Ling Yin immediately looked for a place that was safe enough for the two of them. 

"Ye Chen, what really happened? Please explain everything to me, maybe I can help you. "Ling Yin asked 

for an explanation that Ye Chen had not previously said. 

Ling Yin wanted to know why Ye Chen was in Golden Paradise Island. 

Ye Chen started explaining everything to Ling Yin, he told Ling Yin that he was currently on a mission to 

destroy a parasitic weapon that was extremely dangerous to mankind. 



"Hemm, a parasitic weapon huh?., Looks like I might be able to help you in this matter." Ling Yin told Ye 

Chen that she could help in this matter. 

"Really, you can help me?" Ye Chen asked Ling Yin. 

Ling Yin is so great, this woman can always help Ye Chen in matters like this. 

"Come with me" Ling Yin wanted to invite Ye Chen to go to a place, in that place it is likely that Ye Chen 

will find what he is looking for. 

Ye Chen didn’t hesitate to follow Ling Yin at all, Ye Chen had a lot of trust in Ling Yin. 

Ling Yin took Ye Chen to the forest on the edge of the Golden Paradise Island, this forest was a place 

that not just anyone could enter, only important people were given permission to enter this forest. 

Ye Chen and Ling Yin immediately sneaked into the forest, the two of them trying to enter the interior of 

this forest. 

Ling Yin forbade Ye Chen to fly over the forest, she and Ye Chen would sneak into the forest through the 

lower path. 

"Hey, Ling Yin where are we going?", Ye Chen asked Ling Yin who was leading the way. 

"Shhh, don’t be loud, there are lots of guards here." Ling Yin asked Ye Chen not to sound too loud. 

"Who is it?" A guard shouted when he heard the voice that Ye Chen just made. 

Seeing this, Ye Chen and Ling Yin immediately stopped, the two of them immediately hid behind the 

bushes 

around the forest. This was indeed guarded by the countless soldiers Ye Chen met when he arrived at 

the Golden Paradise Island airport. 

Soldiers with highly sophisticated weapons patrol the area around this forest. 

Seeing that there were soldiers guarding this place, Ye Chen immediately became silent, he no longer 

made a loud sound. 

Ye Chen wanted to know why soldiers with weapons were advanced patrolling around this place, 

actually what they were all guarding to the point that there were so many soldiers stationed around this 

forest. 

The soldier immediately tried to find out the origin of the sound just now, he tried to check towards the 

bush where Ye Chen and Ling Yin were. 

"It’s bad, he’s approaching." Seeing this soldier approaching, Ling Yin became alert, if she was caught, 

Ling Yin couldn’t help but have to knock out the soldier in front of her. 

"Stay calm, hide your existence" Ye Chen told Ling Yin to remain calm and hide the existence she had. 

The guards were getting closer and closer to Ye Chen and Ling Yin, he was currently only a few meters 

away from Ye Chen and Ling Yin. 



"What are you doing there, hurry back to the group, the leader told us to return to the base right now" 

another guard shouted and told the guard in front of Ye Chen to return to the base right away. 

The guard in front of Ye Chen immediately stopped, he didn’t check the bush where Ye Chen was. 

The guards were afraid of being punished by the leader if he didn’t return to the base immediately, so 

the guard turned and moved away from where Ye Chen and Ling Yin were, he immediately headed 

towards the base. 

Ye Chen and Ling Yin sighed, "that was close, You almost got us caught" Ye Chen’s loud voice almost 

caught the two of them. 

"What are they all guarding in this place exactly? " Ye Chen asked Ling Yin what exactly are these people 

guarding. 

"They are all guarding a base that is used for research" Ling Yin told Ye Chen what are these people 

guarding. 

"What research is that? " Ye Chen asked Ling Yin. 

"This is a study that involves humans as experimental materials, a few days ago when I came here I 

found that there was a study that required humans as experimental materials, the people there were 

trying to put something into the human body, I don’t really know about it, but for sure it has something 

to do with the parasite you said earlier. "Ling Yin herself was still not completely sure that this was 

something Ye Chen was looking for. 

"Then let’s go to the place you said earlier, let me see what research they are doing." Ye Chen wanted to 

see for what Ling Yin said. 

"Then let’s continue." Ling Yin invited Ye Chen to go to the research site she said was located. 

Chapter 545 - Parasitic Weapons Research Center 

Ling Yin guides Ye Chen to a cave, Ling Yin says this cave is the entrance to the bottom where the 

research is done. 

There are a lot of guards here guarding around this place, they are all guarding so that no one forcibly 

enters downstairs. 

"This is tighter than the last time I entered" Ling Yin told Ye Chen that the care in this place is tighter 

than the last time Ling Yin came here. 

"Well, it looks like that, let’s sneak in", Ye Chen invited Ling Yin to sneak into the cave. 

Because the guard was so tight, Ye Chen and Ling Yin took the time to sneak in, they both had to pass all 

the guards on the spot. 

As Ye Chen and Ling Yin enter the cave, the guards who guard this place become stronger, there are 

some cultivators who are at the level of Overlord Realm who guard this place. 

Ye Chen does not hope that there is an Overlord Realm cultivator in this place, it seems that this people 

are very important to the extent of involving a cultivator who is in the Overlord Realm stage. 



Ye Chen and Ling Yin must be very extra careful when meeting cultivators in the Overlord Realm stage, 

they must hide the existence of cultivators in the Overlord Realm stage. 

After a while Ye Chen and Ling Yin managed to sneak down from this place. 

Upon reaching the bottom of this place, Ye Chen saw that this place was used to make very, very 

sophisticated weapons. 

Sophisticated weapons are too modern for humans today, it is impossible for such sophisticated 

weapons to be found. 

Ye Chen looked at the workers employed to make this weapon, it turned out that the workers used to 

make this sophisticated tool were the slaves who were forcibly employed. 

They are treated very inhumanely at all, some even get whipped very strongly if not worked well. 

Apparently in the middle of the glitter of Golden Paradise Island, Golden Paradise Island has a dark side 

like this. 

Ye Chen is actually a little sad when he sees these people being forced to work, the problem is he still 

has to find out the existence of parasitic weapons that may be stored in this place, parasitic weapons are 

more dangerous because they can endanger human life around the world. 

"Ye Chen let’s continue, our goal is still ahead" Ling Yin invited Ye Chen to continue to move forward. 

"Okay", Ye Chen stopped looking at the people who were forced to work, he continued his journey to 

where the research is located. 

To go to the research site, Ye Chen and Ling Yin had to sneak into the air vents in this place, where the 

research was very crowded with high-powered guards, difficult enough to sneak into the research area 

unnoticed. 

After going through the difficult path of air ventilation, Ye Chen and Ling Yin finally arrived at the 

research site in this place. 

From above, Ye Chen can see that the people below are looking at something similar to the human 

body, the difference is that the body they are examining is black, sticky and scary to look at. 

"Could this be the parasite that Long Shumin says ?" seeing this strange human being, most likely this 

human being has been contaminated by parasites to the point of becoming such a condition. 

After being contaminated by parasites the human body becomes very disgusting to look at. 

It would be quite terrible if many humans turned into this and were controlled by parasites. 

Ye Chen must not let this happen, he should probably destroy this parasite before it is taken out of this 

island. 

. 

. 

. 



First of all, Ye Chen wanted to hear what these people were talking about. 

he wanted to know what purpose this parasitic weapon was for. 

"The last stage will begin, is everything ready? "One of the professors asked the assistant who was 

beside him. 

"Professor everything is ready, the final stage is ready to be carried out whenever you want? " ,The 

assistant answered questions from the Professor. 

"Very good." The professor nodded at his assistant. 

"Sir, everything is ready, are we allowed to start this experiment?" The professor asked someone 

looking from upstairs. 

The person on the top floor was currently wearing a black robe that covered his entire body, everyone 

here could barely make out the appearance of this mysterious person. 

"Just do it quickly, if this fails, you know what will happen." With a voice that was quite hoarse, the 

mysterious person said to the professor below. 

"Glup. . "The professor below swallowed hard, if this failed then he would have the same fate as the 

professors who previously handled this research. 

The professors who previously failed to carry out this research, were killed by a mysterious person with 

a very, very cruel. 

If the professor fails this time, he will have the same fate as the previous professors who died at the 

hands of this mysterious person. 

"Start the experiment", the professor told everyone to start this experiment. 

Everyone started getting ready to start the experiment, everyone was already in their position. 

"Hemm, the tenth level of the Overlord Realm, this person is quite strong." Ye Chen looked at the 

mysterious person, this person was actually at the tenth level of the Overlord Realm. 

"Tenth level of the Overlord Realm, he is very strong." Ling Yin was a little surprised when she heard this 

from Ye Chen, it was unexpected that this man was so strong. 

"This person is strong, it looks like he is the one behind all this." Seeing the power this person possessed, 

Ye Chen very quickly concluded that this mysterious person was the mastermind behind all of this. 

It was unexpected that the person behind all of this was so strong, it was fitting that the people sent by 

Long Shumin never returned, they must have been killed by this person. 

"Rumble. . . . " when Ye Chen and Ling Yin were talking, suddenly a roar could be heard from below. 

Ye Chen and Ling Yin immediately looked down, when they both looked down, they found that a strong 

energy was currently being injected into the body of the parasite. 

This strong energy is no stranger to Ye Chen, it is clear that this energy comes from the raw coil, it is 

unexpected that the strong energy inside the coil is used for this kind of thing. 



The "Gahhhhh" the parasite’s body starts to rebel when it is possessed by the strong energy coming 

from the raw coil. 

The parasites that received this energy very quickly became very strong. 

The strength they belonged to immediately soared to the eighth level of the Overlord Realm. 

When these parasites reached the Eighth level of the Overlord Realm, the machines in this place started 

to emit lightning strikes everywhere, the machines in this place were already unable to withstand the 

excessive loads. 

"Booom. . ., Booom. . ., Booom. . " explosion after explosion occurred, the machines here were 

destroyed and caught fire. 

The few people who were hit by the lightning strike and the explosion immediately died on the spot, 

they didn’t have time to escape at that moment. 

The thick smoke filled this place, everyone didn’t know whether this experiment was successful or not, 

they were still waiting for this smoke to disappear to find out the results. 

The smoke began to gradually disappear, when the smoke began to disappear, five shadows began to 

appear in the thick smoke. 

Chapter 546 - Phantom Blade 

The five figures that were inside the puff of smoke began to gradually appear, the five of them were 

humans who had been completely controlled by parasites. 

Everyone stares when they see the research they have done is successful, finally after a long enough 

research, they succeeded in completely making the parasites in the human body fully alive and have 

intelligence. 

" applause. . . . , applause . . . . ", Seeing this succeed, the mysterious person applauded the professor. 

" professor Your is very great, you really deserve to be the smartest person in this world" a mysterious 

person praised the professor who had succeeded in realizing this research. 

A mysterious person immediately descends downstairs to determine what kind of parasitic weapon the 

professor managed to create. 

"Are they going to obey every order from me? "The mysterious person immediately asked whether this 

parasitic weapon could obey the orders he had or not. 

"Sir, you don’t need to worry, this parasite is made using DNA and memories from your loyal followers, 

so I will make sure even if they multiply by a large number, they will all obey you." The professor told 

the mysterious person that This parasitic weapon can be controlled very easily. 

"Good, very good, hahaha" The mysterious person laughed with great satisfaction. 

"You go forward and stand in front of me." The mysterious person pointed at one of the five parasites to 

come forward. 



The parasite that was pointed by the mysterious person immediately came forward, he was standing 

right in front of the mysterious person. 

"You hurry and hit me with all power you have." The mysterious person ordered the parasitic human 

who was in front of him to hit him. 

The parasite didn’t move, he didn’t listen to orders from the mysterious Person. 

"Why don’t you move, quickly carry out the orders I gave you." The mysterious person questioned the 

parasite who disobeyed the orders he gave. 

" I can not . . . hit my master. . . . " in an extremely hoarse voice , the parasite said to the mysterious 

person. 

The discovery of a talking parasite made people surprised, they did not think that this parasite could talk 

like humans. 

"Hahahaha, you don’t need to be afraid like that, I just want to try how strong your strength is, so hurry 

and hit me with all the strength you have." The mysterious person ordered the parasitic weapon in front 

to hit him immediately. 

The initial aim of the mysterious person was only to see how powerful these parasites were, whether 

these parasites were only on par with cultivators at the stage Overlord Realm or not. 

"Bammm. . . . " parasite obeying orders from a mysterious person, he immediately hit the mysterious 

person in front of him. 

The Mysterious Person was made a few steps back by the blow released by the parasite in front of him. 

"Strong enough, this isn’t bad at all." The mysterious person felt that this parasite was quite strong in 

terms of physical strength, at least the physical strength of these parasites was stronger than most 

cultivators at the Eighth Stage of the Overlord Realm. 

Ye Chen and Ling Yin who were above saw the power of the parasite who had just hit the mysterious 

person, this parasite’s strength was quite strong as well, at least the average cultivators who were in the 

eighth stage of the Overlord Realm couldn’t win easily against this parasite. 

"Big bro, how are the results of the research? "Someone suddenly came out of nowhere and called this 

mysterious person big brother. 

Ye Chen immediately looked at the two people who had just come to this place, Ye Chen was very, very 

familiar with the two people who had just come here. 

One is Nie Wuji, the owner of Golden Paradise Island and the other is Cao Zuqe, who previously served 

as Ye Chen’s guide. 

Cao Zuqe has changed the appearance she has, the appearance of Cao Zuqe has turned into a woman 

who is brave and looks naughty. 

This was very, very different from the Cao Zuqe that Ye Chen had previously met, after seeing this, all of 

Cao Zuqe ’s smiles and friendliness vanished from Ye Chen’s mind. 



"Little brother, the research has been successfully carried out, soon we will soon start a major war in 

this world, this peaceful world makes me very bored, I really miss the great war that has long ended." 

The mysterious person told Nie Wuji that research on parasitic weapons has was successful. 

"I’m glad to hear this, soon I can also sell weapons to this world, I can’t wait to become even richer after 

selling weapons to a country that is at war." Nie Wuji is also happy to hear this, if this world really 

happens war, then Nie Wuji could sell his weapon at an exorbitant price. 

Considering that the weapons made in this place are extremely sophisticated, Nie Wuji firmly believed 

that no one would be able to match the weapons in this place if war actually broke out. 

Surely all the warring camps will buy all the weapons that Nie Wuji made. 

"Little brother, haven’t you become the richest person in this world, are you still not enough with the 

wealth you have today?" mysterious person asked Nie Wuji. 

As the owner of the Golden Paradise Island, Nie Wuji is the richest person in this world, there is hardly 

anyone who can match Nie Wuji’s wealth. 

The wealth that Nie Wuji currently has can even be used to buy a large country, so you can just imagine 

the wealth that Nie Wuji currently has. 

"Big brother, I’m still not satisfied with the wealth I have, I want to continue to be richer than now." Nie 

Wuji wants to be richer than now, he wants to control the money in this world. 

"It’s up to you, do whatever you want." Mysterious person don’t really like getting involved in money 

business matters, which is why Nie Wuji took care of all of the funding for this research. 

"Cao Zuqe, is there anyone sent by the countries who want to seize and destroy this research." The 

mysterious person asked Cao Zuqe about the spies sent by the powerful countries in this world. 

"Lord , Phantom Blade, I was watching someone who was most likely a spy who was sent to this place, 

after being with that person for a while, I can conclude that that person is a very, very weak spy." Cao 

Zuqe reported the findings she had on Ye Chen. 

It turned out that from the start Cao Zuqe was not a guide, she was an enemy disguised as a spy near Ye 

Chen. 

"useless people, they keep sending weak people for this, do they think sending weak people can destroy 

this research?" Phantom Blade said to Cao Zuqe. 

Phantom Blade was quite annoyed when he saw the countries in this world sending weak people to deal 

with him. 

As the number one assassin in the entire world, defeating the Phantom Blade was extremely difficult. 

"Cao Zuqe you just kill that person, don’t let him escape from this island" Phantom Blade told Cao Zuqe 

to kill Ye Chen. 

"Yes, I understand." Cao Zuqe understands, she will carry out the orders from the Phantom Blade. 



"Who’s up there?" Phantom Blade suddenly found two rats who were eavesdropping on the 

conversation he was having with Nie Wuji and Cao Zuqe. 

Chapter 547 - Peaceful World Is Very Boring 

Due to the killing aura just released by Ling Yin, Ye Chen and Ling Yin’s location was discovered by the 

Phantom Blade. 

Even though Ye Chen and Ling Yin had hidden themselves very well. 

Ling Yin was currently filled with an extremely powerful killing aura, when Ling Yin found out that the 

person in black robes was the Phantom Blade she had been looking for for a long time. 

Ling Yin could no longer calm down , she emitted an extremely powerful killing aura towards the 

Phantom Blade. 

This person is a person who has killed her entire family, how could Ling Yin be calm when she finds out 

that the killer of her family is right in front of her. 

Ling Yin immediately rushed down towards the Phantom Blade, she couldn’t wait to get revenge for her 

family. 

"Hey Ling Yin, wait." Ye Chen tried to stop Ling Ying from going to attack the Phantom Blade. 

The Phantom Blade is too strong, Ling Yin won’t be able to defeat the Phantom Blade alone. 

Too bad at this time Ling Yin no longer listened Ye Chen’s words, who had in her mind only revenge for 

her family. 

Ling Yin stood in front of the Phantom Blade, Ling Yin saw the Phantom Blade with a very strong killing 

intent. 

"Hohoho, there are beautiful women who come sneaking into this place." Nie Wuji was quite interested 

when he saw the beauty that Ling Yin possessed, Nie Wuji is a very free man, he has slept with more 

than tens of thousands of women who have come to Golden Paradise. Island. 

It wouldn’t be strange if Nie Wuji wanted to try the taste of Ling Yin in front of him. 

"Who are you, what is your purpose in coming here? "Phantom Blade asked who Ling Yin really was and 

what she wanted to come here for. 

"Do you still remember a family living in a small town on the edge of the mountain that you killed past" 

asked Ling Yin in a tone that sounded very angry. 

Phantom Blade started to remember again, Phantom Blade had killed tens of thousands of its targets, it 

wasn’t strange that Phantom Blade had almost forgotten about Ling Yin’s family. 

After remembering for a while, Phantom Blade finally remembered a small family that he destroyed at 

that time, Phantom Blade still remembers a girl he released because a wanderer brought the little girl 

away. 



"Oh so you were a little girl back then, I didn’t expect that after not meeting you for a long time to be 

this strong." Phantom Blade was a little surprised when he learned of Ling Yin’s cultivation. 

"It’s good if you still remember me, this time I came to take revenge." Ling Yin no longer wasted words 

for Phantom Blade, the person in front of her was really the Phantom Blade she had been looking for. 

Finally after all this time, Ling Yin was able to take revenge on the God Assassin who had killed her entire 

family. 

" Shadow Dance" Ling Yin’s turned into countless shadows, these shadows were made up of the speed 

of movement Ling Yin made. 

These shadows were very similar to the real Ling Yin, ordinary people would not be able to tell which 

Ling Yin was real and which was shadow. 

When Ling Yin wanted to attack the Phantom Blade, she was suddenly stopped by the parasitic human 

in front of her. 

The parasitic human hit the real Ling Yin’s body, Ling Yin was blown away against the steel wall behind 

her. 

"Bang. . . "The steel wall immediately shattered when it was hit by Ling Yin, Ling Yin was badly injured 

after receiving a blow from a parasitic human. 

The parasitic human didn’t let Ling Yin have time to recover, he intended to attack Ling Yin who was 

currently injured. 

Ling Yin tried to get up, too bad she felt that her body still hurt so badly from receiving the attack just 

now. 

The parasitic human was getting closer and closer, he was only a few meters away from where Ling Yin 

was currently. 

"Bamm" when the parasitic human was almost in front of Ling Yin, Ye Chen immediately rushed over to 

save Ling Yin. 

Ye Chen beat the parasitic human to a pulp, the parasitic human body shattered to pieces when he 

received a very powerful blow from Ye Chen. 

The body fragments of parasitic humans flew everywhere, the whole place was now filled with the 

bodies belonging to parasitic humans which were extremely disgusting. 

Phantom Blade immediately focused the gaze he had towards Ye Chen, he looked at Ye Chen with a 

sharp gaze. 

Phantom Blade really knows how strong a parasitic human that has been created, there is no way a 

parasitic human can be defeated so easily by Ye Chen. 

The person who was the most surprised here was Cao Zuqe , she didn’t believe that Ye Chen would 

become this strong, even though previously Cao Zuqe was very sure that Ye Chen was an ordinary 

person who was weak, it turned out that Cao Zuqe ’s analysis was wrong. 



"Ling Yin are you okay" Ye Chen immediately helped Ling Yin who was on the floor, he helped relieve the 

wounds suffered by Ling Yin. 

"Thank you very much." Ling Yin thanked Ye Chen, if it weren’t for Ye Chen, maybe Ling Yin would have 

gotten worse than this. 

"Why are you so reckless, don’t you already know that the current Phantom Blade is much stronger than 

you? ", Ye Chen scolded Ling Yin for acting quite unreasonable when she met Phantom Blade. 

Ling Yin lowered her head, she looked like a little girl who had just made a mistake. 

Ling Yin herself knew that she was not an opponent for the Phantom Blade, the problem was that she 

had to take revenge on the Phantom Blade, because that was Ling Yin was acting unreasonable. 

Ye Chen quickly tended to Ling Yin’s wound, after Ling Yin looked a little better, Ye Chen immediately 

looked at the Phantom Blade that was in front of him. 

Ye Chen felt that the Phantom Blade was quite strange, even though the Phantom Blade just now had 

the opportunity to attack Ye Chen, but what happened was the Phantom Blade was just not moving and 

did not attack Ye Chen. 

The body of the parasite that Ye Chen had previously crushed began to move to the same place, these 

pieces fused together and returned to form the parasitic Man like before. 

Ye Chen saw that this parasite could not be destroyed easily, it seemed like it would be a little 

troublesome to deal with these parasites. 

"What exactly are you trying to do by creating a parasite like this? "Ye Chen wants to know the reason 

the Phantom Blade made a parasitic weapon like this. 

"I made all of this to spark war, you know this world is starting to get very boring, I don’t like living in a 

peaceful world like this, I want to go back to hearing the screams of despair and fear when war broke 

out." Phantom Blade told Ye Chen what he was want. 

Phantom Blade only wanted to start a major war, he didn’t like it when he saw this world become 

peaceful. 

"You’re a crazy person, everyone craves for eternal peace, but you want to start a big war instead," Ye 

Chen said to Phantom Blade. 

"Hahaha, people like that are just hypocrites, they are afraid that if war breaks out they will lose 

everything they have." Phantom Blade hates people who crave eternal peace. 

Such people are only looking for safety for themselves, they do not want to lose the property and 

position they currently have. 

When war broke out, the strong would become kings and rule over everything, no matter how strong 

one’s position and property were, they could lose them all. 

that’s why there are some people who don’t want a war to happen. 

Chapter 548 - Against Parasites 



"Don’t you know how many innocent people will suffer because of what you are doing right now? "Ye 

Chen asked the Phantom Blade. 

"Why should I take care of weak humans like those who like to destroy this world, as a cultivator we 

don’t need to take care of weak people like them" Phantom Blade doesn’t care about the fate of 

humans if there is a major war in this world. 

"You are quite a cruel person, it is fitting that you can be called a god assassin, it turns out that you are 

very, very cruel," Ye Chen now understands why the Phantom Blade is called the God of Assassin, this 

person is really very cruel. 

"Thank you for the compliment." Phantom Blade was even happy when he heard Ye Chen’s words that 

said he was a cruel person. 

As an Assassin, he has thrown away his humanity, if he still feels like a human, then all the targeted 

targets will seek mercy from him. 

"I don’t have time to talk to you, I still have things to do no", Phantom Blade didn’t have time to deal 

with Ye Chen, he still had to do something more important. 

All the soldiers who were outside immediately entered this research room, they all aimed all the 

weapons they had towards Ye Chen’s body. 

Ye Chen was currently being targeted by more than hundreds of people who had just arrived at this 

place. 

"You all take care of him, I have to do something important." Phantom Blade ordered his men to take 

care of Ye Chen, he also ordered one of the five parasites to take care of Ye Chen. 

After giving orders to everyone in the Phantom Blade along with Nie Wuji, Cao Zuqe and the four 

parasitic humans left this place. 

"Wait where are you going" Ling Yin who was in better condition tried to chase the Phantom Blade who 

wanted to run away from this place. 

"Ling Yin stopped." Ye Chen stopped Ling Yin who was trying to act recklessly again. 

In front of Ling Yin this time there are countless enemies who are not weak, if Ling Yin forces to go 

forward now, she will become an easy target for these people. 

"But Ye Chen, Phantom Blade wants to run away, I can’t possibly let that person just run away." Ling Yin 

still insisted on pursuing the Phantom Blade. 

"Ling Yin calm yourself down, don’t let you lose control because of this." Ye Chen told Ling Yin to calm 

down first, if she continues like this, then she could endanger herself. 

This time Ling Yin listened to Ye Chen’s words, she started to take a deep breath to calm herself down. 

After a few seconds, Ling Yin was finally able to calm down like before. 

"How , are you calm now?" Ye Chen asked Ling Yin. 



Ling Yin nodded to Ye Chen, now she can be calm like before. 

Phantom Blade, Nie Wuji, Cao Zuqe and four parasitic humans have left this place, now there are only 

Phantom Blade loyal soldiers who are currently besieging Ye Chen. 

Now Ye Chen and Ling Yin’s job was to get out of this place and catch up with the Phantom Blade that 

had fled from this place. 

" Ling Yin let us fight together, I will take care of the strong, while you manage the weak, do you 

understand? "Said Ye Chen to Ling Yin. 

"Well I understand, you just leave these people to me, you just take care of the strong people" Ling Yin 

will take care of the weak while for strong cultivators and parasitic humans will be managed by Ye Chen. 

"Let’s move forward" Ye Chen invited Ling Yin forward to clear the enemies in front of them all. 

Ye Chen and Ling Yin advanced at the same time, as they both advanced towards the enemy, they were 

both showered by gunfire coming from soldiers using sophisticated weapons. 

Ye Chen makes a useful shield to fend off all shots that point at them. 

"Ling Yin now" Ye Chen told Ling Yin to take care of the people using sophisticated weapons who were 

firing in this direction. 

Ling Yin jumped into the air, from the palm of Ling Yin appeared a very large whirlwind. 

" Storm Blast" Ling Yin fired a whirlwind in her hand at the enemy in front of her. 

"Boom" The wind blows hitting the bodies of the soldiers in front, they are all flying and hitting the steel 

walls in this place. 

"Damn woman, feel this" from below a man jumped towards Ling Yin, this man was at least in the first 

stage of the Overlord Realm. 

"Shadow Dance" Ling Ying directly used Shadow Dance to scold the man who was pointing at herself, 

Ling Yin took a knife and started attacking the man who was pointing at herself. 

"Jlub " Ling Yin very easily stabbed the heart of a man who wanted to attack herself, a man who wanted 

to attack Ling Yin immediately fell to the floor while holding his heart that was injured by Ling Yin. 

Not only did she stop here, Ling Yin attacked the enemies around her. 

The enemies around Ling Yin are in trouble when facing Ling Yin who is very agile and very fast. 

The speed and agility possessed by Ling Yin is one of the abilities that makes Ling Yin difficult to resist. 

Seeing his ally defeated by Ling Yin very easily, the Parasite man rushed towards Ling Yin, he prepared to 

launch a sneak attack towards Ling Yin. 

The parasitic man was very close towards Ling Yin, the parasitic man clenched his hands and prepared to 

hit Ling Yin. 

"Bamm. . . "The parasitic man hit towards Ling Yin with the full force he possessed. 



Unfortunately the parasitic human blow was stopped by someone, the person who stopped the parasitic 

human blow was Ye Chen. 

Ye Chen felt very disgusted when he touched the parasite’s human hand, the parasite’s human hand 

was very sticky like mucus, just seeing it was disgusting enough, especially to touch directly like what Ye 

Chen is doing now. 

"Nice and strong body, I will make you my cousin" parasitic man said strange words to Ye Chen 

When Ye Chen came in contact with a parasitic man, suddenly the parasite began to try to propagate in 

Ye Chen’s hand, this parasite tried to enter into Ye Chen’s body. 

Ye Chen’s body is very hard, parasites have difficulty entering Ye Chen’s body, Ye Chen does not allow 

parasites to enter the body. 

A profound flames came out of Ye Chen’s hand, this profound flames immediately burned the parasites 

that tried to enter Ye Chen’s body. 

Parasite human hands are indeed burning, but the strange thing is the deep fire owned by Ye Chen and 

even absorbed by the parasite’s human body. 

After absorbing all of Ye Chen’s profound flames, the parasitic man fired back the deep flames he had 

towards Ye Chen. 

"Booom", Ye Chen was hit by the profound flames that he had himself. 

Ye Chen very easily accepted the profound flames attack fired at him. 

Seeing this, Ye Chen raised his eyebrows, not expecting that the parasitic man could absorb his profound 

flames and shoot back at Ye Chen. 

Perhaps this is one of the special abilities possessed by the parasitic Man in front of Ye Chen. 

Chapter 549 - Chasing The Fleeing Phantom Blade 

"How troublesome, why do I always have strange enemies like this" Ye Chen felt so helpless, he always 

had strange enemies like this. 

How come there weren’t normal enemies that he met, all the enemies that Ye Chen encountered almost 

had strange abilities like human parasites. 

The parasitic human advanced towards Ye Chen, the parasitic human’s arm began to become enormous 

to the size of a monster’s arm. 

The parasitic human seemed to intend to attack Ye Chen using this huge arm. 

" Breaking Meteor Blow" Ye Chen used the Breaking Meteor Blow to counter the attacks of the 

monsters that were coming at him. 

"Boom", the collision between Ye Chen and the parasitic human was unavoidable, the parasitic human’s 

arm was instantly crushed when it received Ye Chen’s attack. 

The parasitic human did not look in pain when he found out that his arm was crushed by Ye Chen. 



"You are very strong, I will take your body and control you." Parasitic humans like when they see Ye 

Chen’s very strong body, he wants to control Ye Chen’s body. 

"Don’t get your hopes up, I won’t let an ugly creature like you control my body." Ye Chen couldn’t 

possibly let an ugly creature like this take over the body he had. 

"We’ll see," said the parasitic human to Ye Chen. 

The parasitic human went back towards Ye Chen, he still hadn’t given up on getting the perfect body 

that Ye Chen had. 

"Frost Nova" Ye Chen’s palm emitted a pale blue light, this light immediately enveloped the parasitic 

human’s body, 

"clink", the parasitic human body was turned into a statue by the attack that Ye Chen had just carried 

out. 

"Looks like this worked", seeing the parasitic human stop, Ye Chen was sure that what he was doing was 

successful. 

The parasitic human problem has been resolved, now is the time for Ye Chen to help Ling Yin clean up 

these people. 

"Crack" When Ye Chen went to help Ling Yin, the ice that locked up the parasitic man began to crack, the 

parasitic human began to break free from the shackles of Ice. 

When the parasitic human was freed from the Ice shackles, he again rushed towards Ye Chen who was 

currently very off guard. 

The parasitic human immediately jumped towards Ye Chen, he intended to pounce on Ye Chen’s body. 

The parasitic human managed to pounce on Ye Chen’s body, right now he was clinging very tightly to Ye 

Chen’s body. 

Ye Chen was quite surprised when he saw that the parasite could withstand the attack he just did, 

somehow this creature was so troublesome to fight. 

"Get away, you disgusting creature." Ye Chen tried to keep the parasite that clung to his body tightly, 

the parasite that was attached was quite difficult to get rid of, if Ye Chen used the profound fire he had, 

then surely this parasite would instead absorb Ye Chen’s profound fire. . 

"It’s useless, I’ll control you in a moment, I can’t wait to try the strong body you have, hahahaha" With a 

very hoarse voice, the parasitic human was currently trying to grab Ye Chen’s body. 

"Damn ,there is no other choice but to use that." Ye Chen had no choice but to use that to deal with this 

annoying parasite. 

From Ye Chen’s body began to emerge a silver flame, this silver flame began to burn the parasites that 

clung to Ye Chen’s body. 



"Gahhhh, it’s hot, it hurts." For the first time the parasitic human screamed in pain, the parasitic human 

immediately broke away from Ye Chen’s body, if he continued to stick to Ye Chen’s body, he would be 

turned into ashes by the Heavenly Silver Flame that enveloped Ye Chen’s body. 

"So you can’t fight my Heavenly Silver Flame." Ye Chen now understands the weakness of the parasite in 

front of him, it turns out that the parasite is unable to absorb Ye Chen’s Heavenly Silver Flame. 

At first Ye Chen didn’t want to use the Heavenly Silver Flame, but because he was forced, he couldn’t 

help but have to use the Heavenly Silver Flame to deal with this annoying parasite. 

Since Ye Chen had used the Heavenly Silver Flame, then Ye Chen had to end this battle as soon as 

possible. 

Ye Chen still clearly remembered Dongfang Xiu’s words, he shouldn’t use the Heavenly Silver Flame too 

often, it could be that there are still people who are eyeing the Heavenly Silver Flame in his body. 

Because of that life and death experience, now that Ye Chen was very careful in using the Heavenly 

Silver Flame, he would not have used the Heavenly Silver Flame if it was not in such a desperate state. 

The parasitic human looked terrified when faced with the Heavenly Silver Flame that was just used by Ye 

Chen, the parasitic human unconsciously moved away from Ye Chen. 

"Feel this." Ye Chen began to control the Heavenly Silver Flame he had to attack the parasitic human. 

The Heavenly Silver Flame immediately rushed towards the parasitic human, the parasitic human 

immediately tried to escape, the instincts he had led him to avoid Ye Chen’s Heavenly Silver Flame. 

"Where are you running away? "I won’t let you escape that easily." Ye Chen wouldn’t let a parasitic 

escape that easily. 

Ye Chen controlled the Heavenly Silver Flame even faster to catch up with the parasitic trying to escape. 

Parasitic Man’s movements were extremely agile, parasitic avoided all of Ye Chen’s Heavenly Silver 

Flames. 

"You’re quite agile too, but this time you won’t be able to run away again." Ye Chen has successfully 

surrounded the parasitic , the parasitic have no way to escape the encirclement of the Heavenly Silver 

Flame. 

"Feel this," the Heavenly Silver Flame was like a wave rolling a parasitic human. 

"Gahhh, bastard, I’ll remember you." With an extremely hoarse voice , the parasitic human sank into the 

sea of the Heavenly Silver Flame. 

The parasitic human body completely disappeared in the swallow by the sea of Heavenly Silver Flame. 

After the parasitic human completely disappeared, Ye Chen withdrew the Heavenly Silver Flame that he 

had. 

Now that the parasitic humans have been completely eliminated by Ye Chen, now Ye Chen only has to 

get rid of the annoying insects that are still around here. 



Ye Chen rushed to help Ling Yin, what a coincidence when Ye Chen came to help, Ling Yin was in a quite 

depressed position, she was beaten by so many enemies that Ling Yin had trouble fighting them 

simultaneously. 

"Bammm. . . . , Bammm. . . . , Bammm. . . . , Bammm. . . . , Bammm. . . . , " Ye Chen knocked on all the 

enemies that fighting Ling was Yin, all the enemies fighting Ling is Yin is very easily dropped by Ye Chen. 

" Are you okay ? ", Ye Chen asked Ling Yin’s current state. 

"Ye Chen, you took so long, why did you take that long only to beat that parasitic human?" Ling Yin 

complained to Ye Chen who took too long to fight against a parasitic human. 

"Sorry for a little while, you know that human parasites are quite annoying, so I need a little time to 

defeat that parasite." Ye Chen was very sorry for being late helping Ling Yin. 

"Forget it, let’s chase the fleeing Phantom Blade" Ling Yin invited Ye Chen to chase the Phantom Blade 

that had previously fled. 

"Okay, let’s catch up with that person." Ye Chen invited Ling Yin to go after the Phantom Blade who had 

just escaped. 

Ye Chen and Ling Yin immediately left this place, the two of them immediately rushed upwards. 

Chapter 550 - Frost Age 

Ye Chen and Ling Yin rose to the surface, after rising to the surface Ye Chen and Ling Yin immediately 

tried to find traces of the Phantom Blade. 

"Let’s find the phantom Blade’s traces." Ye Chen and Ling Yin looked for traces of the Phantom Blade. 

"Okay." Ling Yin understood, he immediately went to find traces of the Phantom Blade. 

After searching for a while, Ye Chen and Ling Yin still had a hard time finding traces of the Phantom 

Blade. 

"Ling Yin How about , did you find any clues about the Phantom Blade’s traces? " Ye Chen asked Ling Yin. 

"I didn’t find him, that person is very skilled, he covers his tracks very well," said Ling Yin to Ye Chen. 

Phantom Blade is indeed worthy of being a god assassin, he is very skilled at covering the tracks of his 

departure. 

"What to do now" Ye Chen was thinking how to find the whereabouts of the Phantom Blade who had 

just escaped. 

"Booom. . ., Booom. . ., Booom. . ., Booom. . ., Booom. . ., Booom. . ., "When Ye Chen was thinking how 

to find the Phantom Blade’s whereabouts, he heard a very, very loud explosion coming from the city. 

It seemed like there was chaos in the center of the city, otherwise how could there be an explosion 

repeatedly. 

"Ling Yin let’s see what’s going on in the city." Ye Chen invited Ling Yin to go see what is currently 

happening in city. 



Ye Chen and Ling Yin immediately flew towards the center of the city. 

From up here, Ye Chen and Ling Yin could see what was going on, he saw that there was a fierce battle 

in the center of the city. 

The people in the city center were currently fighting thousands of humans who had been controlled by 

parasites. 

The parasites quickly infected the people on Golden Paradise Island, very quickly the parasites 

multiplied to this many. 

Ye Chen who saw this was a little horrified, it was unexpected that parasites would multiply themselves 

so quickly by controlling the human body they entered. 

if the parasites make it out of this island, then it is certain that something very terrible will happen. 

"This parasite infects people very quickly, it multiplied by this much in just a few minutes." Ling Yin could 

n’t believe that parasites could multiply like this. 

Plus the humans they entered became extremely powerful, this was truly a very frightening weapon. 

"I have to stop all of this, if this continues then the parasites will continue to multiply themselves." Ye 

Chen must deal with this problem immediately, if this continues it will be even worse. 

"Then what are you going to do? , you know these parasites have entered the human body, if you want 

to destroy them you must also kill the people who are currently controlled by the parasites",. 

Ling Yin told Ye Chen said that the way to get rid of parasites is by killing humans who have been 

controlled by parasites. 

This was quite a difficult thing for Ye Chen, if he wanted to clean up this mess quickly then he would 

have to kill the parasites along with the humans they controlled. 

Ye Chen looked at the humans who were controlled by parasites, some of these people might indeed be 

greedy and unkind, but still Ye Chen did not have an enmity with these people. 

Ye Chen started thinking about how to solve this problem, after thinking for a while Ye Chen finally had a 

way to solve this problem. 

" Ling Yin , have you seen the professor who previously made this parasite? ", Ye Chen immediately 

asked Ling Yin if he saw the professor who handled this matter. 

"If I’m not mistaken that person ran away after the Phantom Blade left." Ling Yin remembered that that 

person left after the Phantom Blade’s departure. 

"That person might be the only way to stop this mess." Ye Chen told Ling Yin that the professor might be 

the only person who can solve this problem. 

"Then let’s find that professor." Ling Yin invited Ye Chen to look for the Professor’s whereabouts. Maybe 

the Professor knows where the Phantom Blade went. 



"Wait a minute, let me do something so that this parasite doesn’t multiply even more." Ye Chen will seal 

this parasite so that it doesn’t keep multiplying, Ye Chen knows what to do about it. 

Ye Chen went downstairs, Ye Chen was now standing on the ground. 

Ye Chen crouched down and put his hands on the ground, after putting his hands on the ground Ye Chen 

started to close his eyes. 

Ling Yin who was above the sky didn’t know what Ye Chen was doing, she was curious what Ye Chen was 

doing right now. 

After making enough of Ye Chen’s preparations, Ye Chen was ready to use a technique with a large scale 

range. 

"Frost Age" around Ye Chen’s body appeared a blue light that felt very cold, this light began to spread to 

all corners of this island, almost the entire island was covered by this blue light, 

Everything that this blue light passed immediately froze, be it, humans, plants, buildings, sea water and 

others, immediately covered by an ice that is very, very thick. 

Golden Paradise Island, which previously looked so beautiful, has now turned into an island completely 

covered in very thick ice. 

Above the sky Ling Yin saw what had just happened, she did not expect that Ye Chen would become this 

strong, he had actually turned everything in this place into Ice. 

Ye Chen looked at the technique he just used, it seemed like the technique he just used worked. 

Frost Age is a technique left behind by the Sage God, Ye Chen only learned this technique a few days 

ago. 

"Ye Chen, did you kill them all? ",Ling Yin asked Ye Chen, Ling Yin was still quite surprised when she saw 

Ye Chen turn this entire island into a vast expanse of ice, even the sea water around this island also 

turned into ice. 

"You don’t have to worry, I didn’t kill them, I just sealed them." Ye Chen didn’t kill the people on this 

island, he just sealed everyone in this place from moving. 

Actually, if Ye Chen wanted, he could have killed everyone with the Frost Age technique he had just 

used, but he didn’t do that, all he wanted was to limit the movements of the parasites that were 

attacking humans on this island. 

"Let’s find that professor," Ye Chen invited Ling Yin to go find the professor who had created these 

parasites. 

Ling Yin nodded, she and Ye Chen immediately went to look for traces of the professor who had made a 

parasitic weapon. 

Since professors are just ordinary people who have no strength, it is not difficult for Ye Chen and Ling Yin 

to find the existence of the Professor who has created parasitic weapons. 



Currently the professor is in the middle of the sea, previously the professor tried to leave by using a ship, 

when the professor wanted to escape, suddenly the sea water below turned into very dense ice. 

The professor’s ship is trapped by this ice and can no longer move, seeing his ship can’t move, the 

professor tries to use other means. 

 


